
 “Pianist Robert Cassidy demonstrates a keen grasp 
of varied styles on his new recital disc, which spans 

three centuries. He shapes the first book of Debussy’s 
‘Preludes’ with delicate and expressive sensitivity, 

savoring the magical atmospheres. 

Clarity, balance and inner tension are hallmarks of the 
pianist’s performance of Mozart’s Fantasia in C minor, K. 475, 

while he brings touching and bold assurance to 
David Noon’s Elegy Variations, Op. 97.”

– The Plain Dealer (Cleveland)

For booking information, visit robertcassidypianist.com or email robertlcassidy88@gmail.com
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BaauLmpyWNY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J3-nHGC_2CQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dK88DMSEbZI
http://www.robertcassidypianist.com


pianist Robert Cassidy has received widespread acclaim for his performances and 
recordings of both solo piano repertoire and chamber music. About his eponymous  

 solo recording, the Cleveland Plain Dealer’s review praised him, remarking, “Cassidy   
       demonstrates a keen grasp of varied styles on his new recital disc, which spans three centuries…
with delicate and expressive sensitivity, savoring the magical atmospheres.” Cassidy’s second 
solo disc “Pathways” was released in March of 2016 and includes works by Chopin, Debussy, and 
American composer Joel Feigin.

Dr. Cassidy often appears in concert as a soloist and chamber musician, most recently on a solo 
recital tour in Cleveland, New York, and Vienna, and in a chamber performance at the Music 
Academy of the West in Santa Barbara. Dr. Cassidy has been presented on radio stations WFMT in 
Chicago (Dame Myra Hess Series), WRUW, WCLV and WCPN in Cleveland, WKSU in Kent, Ohio, 
and WNYC in New York (Around New York). 

He has premiered solo piano works by the American composers David Noon and Keith Fitch. For 
eight years, from 2008-2016 Cassidy was the pianist in the Cleveland-based Almeda Trio with 
whom he concertized and recorded. He also has performed chamber music with the members of 
the Cleveland Orchestra, Mari Sato of the Cavani String Quartet, and cellist Ani Aznavoorian.

An extremely active and highly sought-after teacher and chamber music coach, Dr. Cassidy is in 
demand for master classes, workshops and lectures, private teaching, and adjudication. Joining 
the faculty of Cleveland State University in 2008, he held the position of Lecturer of Applied 
Piano and Coordinator of Chamber Music, where he maintained a studio of undergraduate and 
graduate private students and taught Collaborative Piano and Accompanying from 2011-2014.  
He also served as Interim Coordinator of the Keyboard Area in 2011-12. Dr. Cassidy gave concerti 
performances with the Cleveland State University Orchestra and Chamber Orchestra under the 
direction of Victor Liva. He also educated private students at The Music Settlement, one of the 
nation’s oldest community music schools founded in 1912, and at the Laurel School, a nationally 
recognized, college preparatory, independent day school for girls. Currently, Dr. Cassidy teaches at 
the Music Academy of the West and is Director of Piano Chamber Music for Santa Barbara Strings.

Many of Dr. Cassidy’s former students continue on in performance, and are employed as 
professional music teachers and arts administrators. They have careers in New York City as 
professional recording artists, teach music at public and private schools, and work as managers 
in performing arts organizations. He has adjudicated numerous competitions sponsored by the 
Northeast Ohio Music Teachers Association, the Tuesday Musical Scholarship Award Competition, 
and the Music Teachers Association of California (MTAC).

Dr. Cassidy received his Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees in Piano Performance from the 
Manhattan School of Music, where he studied with Solomon Mikowsky, Constance Keene, 
and Marc Silverman. Subsequent studies followed with the legendary pianist Menahem 
Pressler at Indiana University. Dr. Cassidy holds a Doctor of Arts degree in Piano Chamber 
Music and Accompanying/Piano Performance from Ball State University, where he studied 
with Robert Palmer.
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“Cassidy and Aznavoorian brilliantly conveyed the terrain of the Debussy Sonata, from sonorous 
introspection to impassioned flair.”

Joseph Miller, Voice Magazine [May 2016]

“Robert Cassidy...is especially impressive in the pieces requiring a light touch, and also does a fine job 
with the miniatures that ooze sadness or at least melancholy... These are sensitive and often sensuous 
little works, whose significance Cassidy does not attempt to overstate: they are essentially salon-like 
impressionistic tidbits that come across all the more effectively when, as here, they are not overplayed 
or overdone... Cassidy plays [the Feigin] with care and understanding...”

Mark J. Estren, InfoDad [May 2016]

“Cassidy has a great deal to say about this wonderful music... he brings genuine imagination and 
nuance to some of the greatest music written during the early 20th century.”

Charles Pope Jr., ConcertoNet [May 2016]

“An artistic triumph!” 

(Performance of Schubert’s Die Winterreise with DeAndre Simmons, bass)
Daniel Kepl, Voice Magazine [January 2016]

“Cassidy once again demonstrates his affinity for [Debussy] with discerning interpretations of the 
twelve preludes that comprise Debussy’s second book, as well as works by Chopin and Feigin. From 
the first prelude to the last, Cassidy plays with a light touch, assured technique, and an expansive color 
palette.”

Mike Telin, Cleveland Classical.com [December 2015]
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From CASA Magazine:

“Cassidy’s command of the rigorous dynamic arc in Noon’s Elegy Variations was contrasted nicely by 
the pianist’s lighter, superbly colorful approach to Mozart.”

From ClassicsToday.com:

“Cassidy brings lovely dynamic gradations and narrative character to Danseuses de Delphes, Voiles, 
Des pas sur la neige, and La fille aux cheveux de lin. His intense, beautifully shaped La Cathédrale 
engloutie ….”

From CulturedCleveland.com:

“Cassidy showed a fluid, supple style and a fine balance between technical precision and sensitive 
expression”

From ClassicalReview.com:

“Cassidy is a committed performer of new music and David Noon’s Elegy Variations receives the finest 
advocacy on the disc. Written upon the death of a colleague, Noon’s theme is somber and inward with 
wide intervals, the ensuing variations skillfully worked out. This is compelling and effective music and 
receives an inspired performance. Cassidy captures the mercurial bursts of anger and sadness very 
well, and this makes one want to explore more of David Noon’s music”

From BuzzardTracks.com:

“Cassidy’s rendition of Debussy’s Préludes, Book I, is nothing short of moving…”

Brahms Intermezzo in A major, Op. 118, No. 2

Bach/Busoni Chaconne
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XwNHeLrZu7E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qLronfR2-Ts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FzxeHQLSdns
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bd6hD0CCFzg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TFxmFnBzxsE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TFxmFnBzxsE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1k1Tzoq1mck&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AZfUiUJdqpE



